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Abstract
Spherically symmetric anisotropic static compact solutions to the Einstein equa-
tions in dimension d ≥ 4 are considered. Various matter models are examined and
upper bounds on the ratio of the gravitational mass to the radius in these different
models are obtained, and saturation of these bounds are proven. Bounds are also
generalised in the presence of a non-zero charge and a positive cosmological con-
stant. These bounds are then used to find the maximum of the gravitational redshift
at the surface of the object.
1 Introduction
Determining bounds on the mass-radius ratio for spherically symmetric spacetimes is
an important question; it allows one to calculate the maximum degree of compacti-
fication of a body and to obtain an upper bound on the gravitational redshift of the
object. The well known Buchdahl theorem [1] tells us that when we have a spherically
symmetric isotropic object whose energy density is non-increasing outwards, then the
mass-radius ratio must satisfy the bound
2M
R
≤ 8
9
, (1.1)
where M is the ADM mass of the asymptotically flat spacetime and R is the radius
of the body in Schwarzschild coordinates, defined by the location of the surface of
vanishing pressure. This bound has a number of important implications. It tells us
that the corresponding Schwarzschild radius of a fluid always lies inside the sphere,
and thus a regular matter distribution cannot describe the interior of a black hole. The
existence of such a bound is also of interest as it occurs well before the appearance of
an apparent horizon at M = R/2.
However, as pointed out in [2], the assumptions in Buchdahl’s theorem are quite
restrictive; there are many physical systems that do not satisfy them. For example a
soap bubble does not obey the non-increasing energy density condition. Moreover,
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many models of stars do not satisfy the isotropy condition. Thus obtaining bounds on
the mass radius ratio while removing Buchdahl’s assumptions is an important ques-
tion. This was considered in [3, 4] where they were able to show under very general
conditions the important result that
2M
R
< 1. (1.2)
However obtaining a stronger bound than this is of great interest, since for example,
this bound alone still allows the possibility of an unbounded gravitational redshift.
Andre`asson was able to derive bounds on the mass radius without assuming the
Buchdahl assumptions [5]; and considered the class of models satisfying the energy
condition
p+2p⊥ ≤Ωρ, (1.3)
where p is the radial pressure, p⊥ is the tangential pressure, ρ is the energy density and
Ω is a constant which determines the matter model. Additionally, all these quantities
are assumed to be non-negative. This energy condition is very general. For example
the dominant energy condition tells us that the energy density must be greater than the
pressure in any direction. Thus setting Ω = 3, and assuming the radial and tangential
pressures are positive, gives us a condition which must be satisfied by matter obeying
the dominant energy condition. Whereas letting Ω= 1 gives a condition which must be
satisfied by the spherically symmetric Einstein-Vlasov system, a system which admits a
very wide class of physically important solutions; the overwhelming majority of which
do not obey either of the Buchdahl assumptions. Assuming this energy condition, the
bound
2M
R
≤ (1+2Ω)
2−1
(1+2Ω)2
(1.4)
was obtained, which coincides with Buchdahl’s inequality (1.1) in the case Ω= 1.
Further bounds were derived in [6], where different restrictions on the energy and
pressure are considered; we review these bounds in Section 3. Buchdahl’s theorem has
been generalised to the case of a positive cosmological constant in [7–11], and Buch-
dahl’s assumptions were removed in [12]. Bounds have also been derived assuming
a non-zero charge, initially using Buchdahl’s assumptions, see for example [13], and
again Andre`asson [15] removed these assumptions and instead assumed condition (1.3)
with Ω = 1. Finally bounds on M/R were derived in the presence of both a positive
cosmological constant and non-zero charge in [16].
In this paper we consider d-dimensional spherically symmetric spacetimes, where
d ≥ 4. The natural quantity to consider in d-dimensions is the ratio
M
Rd−3
. (1.5)
This is the natural ratio to consider as it is the quantity appearing in the higher dimen-
sional Schwarzschild metric and thus it allows one to compute the upper bound on the
gravitational redshift of the body.
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Studying higher dimensional compact objects in general relativity has interested
many authors. The higher dimensional Buchdahl inequality for a perfect fluid was
derived in [17], and is given by
M˜
Rd−3
≤ 2(d−2)
(d−1)2 , (1.6)
where M˜ is related to the mass of the fluid. In [18] this bound is generalised to include
a non-zero cosmological constant, generalising the inequality found in [7]. An in-
equality for d-dimensional charged spheres was also derived in [13]. The equivalent of
the Buchdahl bound has also been considered in five dimensional Gauss-Bonnet grav-
ity [14]. However all the proofs of these inequalities involved assuming Buchdahl’s
assumptions. In this paper we derive various bounds on the ratio M/Rd−3 in higher di-
mensional general relativity, removing Buchdahl’s restrictive assumptions and instead
considering the various general matter models considered in [5,6]. We also find bounds
involving both a positive cosmological constant and a non-zero charge.
This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we set-up Einstein’s equations
and define our mass functions. In Section 3 we discuss the different matter models
we consider and review previous known bounds in four dimension. In Section 4 we
state our main results both with and without a cosmological constant and charge. In
Section 5 we provide the proof of these inequalities, and then in Section 6 we discuss
the saturation of these bounds.
2 Equations for d-dimensional anisotropic fluid sphere
We will consider a spherically symmetric anisotropic matter distribution; and we begin
by working in full generality with both a non-zero charge and cosmological constant.
In the interior we will assume spherically symmetric anisotropic charged matter, with
energy density ρ , radial pressure p, tangential pressure p⊥ and proper charge density
σ . The Einstein Maxwell equations with cosmological term are
Gi j+Λgi j = κ
(
T (m)i j +T
(EM)
i j
)
, (2.1)
∂ j(
√−gF i j) =√−gJi, ∂[iFjk] = 0, (2.2)
where κ = 8piGd is the d-dimensional gravitational coupling constant.
We write the metric in the spherically symmetric form
ds2 =−ea(r)dt2+ eb(r)dr2+ r2dΩ2d−2. (2.3)
We a priori do not assume these coordinates cover the whole of our space time, we
begin simply assume they cover a patch around the origin. They will only be valid up
to the first sphere in which e−b(r) = 0. It will be a conclusion of our results that in
fact we can choose the coordinates to be global, and in that case if the matter source is
compact we can then match to an exterior solution. With these coordinate the energy
momentum tensor of matter T (m)i j is given by the d×d matrix
T (m)ij = diag(−ρ, p, p⊥, p⊥, ...., p⊥). (2.4)
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The energy momentum tensor of the electromagnetic field is given by
T (EM)i j = FikFj
k− 1
d
gi jFmnFmn. (2.5)
The d-current density vector is given by
Ji = Ad−2σui. (2.6)
Here ui is the d-velocity satisfying uiui =−1 and Ad−2 is the area of the unit (d−2)-
sphere given by
Ad−2 =
2pi
d−1
2
Γ( d−12 )
, (2.7)
where Γ is the gamma function.
Let us define the charge within a (d−2) sphere of radius r given by
q(r) = Ad−2
∫ r
0
e(a+b)(r
′)r′d−2σdr′. (2.8)
We will also assume that the electromagnetic distribution has identically zero magnetic
part. We can now solve Maxwell’s equations; and we find the only non-zero component
of the electromagnetic field tensor to be
Ftr =
e(a+b)/2
rd−2
q. (2.9)
Now, using this solution for the field tensor, we find that in the interior the Einstein
field equations become
κρ+Λ+
κq2
2Ad−2r2(d−2)
=
(d−2)
2rd−2
d
dr
(
rd−3(1− e−b)
)
, (2.10)
κ p−Λ− κq
2
2Ad−2r2(d−2)
=
(d−2)e−b
2
[
a′
r
+
(d−3)
r2
]
− (d−3)(d−2)
2r2
, (2.11)
κ p⊥− κq
2
2Ad−2r2(d−2)
−Λ= (2.12)
e−b
2
[
a′′+
a′2
2
− a
′b′
2
− (d−3)(b
′−a′)
r
+
(d−3)(d−4)
r2
]
− (d−3)(d−4)
2r2
.
The first of these equations, (2.10) can be integrated immediately to find
e−b = 1− 2κm(r)
(d−2)Ad−2rd−3 −
κ f (r)
(d−2)Ad−2rd−3 −
2Λr2
(d−2)(d−3) (2.13)
where we have defined the function f by
f (r) :=
∫ r
0
q(r′)2
r′d−2
dr′, (2.14)
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and the mass function m 1 as
m(r) :=
∫
ρ dV = Ad−2
∫ r
0
ρ(r′)r′d−2dr′, (2.17)
where the last equality simply follows from spherical symmetry. In four dimensions
this corresponds to the Newtonian mass as no metric terms are included.
If the source is compact, then the exterior solution is found by setting the energy
density and pressure to zero in the Einstein field equations (5.6)-(5.8) and is given by
d-dimensional Reissner-Nordstro¨m-de Sitter solution; first derived in [19, 20]
ea(r) = e−b(r) = 1− 2µ
rd−3
+
Θ2
r2d−6
− 2Λr
2
(d−1)(d−2) , (2.18)
where Λ is the cosmological constant. The constants µ and Θ are related to the total
mass and charge; M and Q respectively, by
µ =
κ
(d−2)Ad−2M, (2.19)
Θ2 =
κ
(d−2)(d−3)Ad−2Q
2. (2.20)
Now assuming the interior solution is of finite extent we denote its boundary by the
radius r = R. Requiring that the interior and exterior solutions match on the boundary
of this surface r = R tells us that the total mass
M = m(R)+
Q2
2(d−3)Rd−3 +
f (R)
2
. (2.21)
Thus we can define the interior gravitational mass function mg = mg(r) as
mg(r) = m(r)+
q(r)2
2(d−3)rd−3 +
f (r)
2
, (2.22)
which evaluating at the boundary gives
M = mg(R). (2.23)
When the electromagnetic charge vanishes, the mass functions m and mg coincide.
1To compare our results with those derived in [17], we should note that they use the normalisation for the
mass function
m(r) =
κ
d−2
∫ r
0
ρ(r′)r′d−2dr′. (2.15)
Our definition agrees with that given in [19], which we prefer as evaluating at r = R in the absence of Λ and
charge gives us the physical ADM mass of the spacetime. In the bound (1.6) derived in [17], the constant M˜
is related to the ADM mass M by the relation
M =
(d−2)Ad−2
κ
M˜, (2.16)
which in four dimensions simply becomes M˜ = GM.
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3 Matter models and previous results
In this section we will discuss the various matter models that we will consider, and
review previous bounds that have been obtained. All results stated here will assume
vanishing charge and Λ = 0 unless explicitly stated otherwise. We will consider the
following distinct matter models:
• Buchdahl’s assumptions Assuming the energy is non-increasing outwards gives
rise to the famous Buchdahl bound
2M
R
≤ 8
9
. (3.1)
This was generalised to d-dimensions in [17] where is was found (using our
notation)
2κmg
(d−2)Ad−2rd−3 ≤
4(d−2)
(d−1)2 . (3.2)
In [18] this is generalised to include a non-zero cosmological constant where it
is found (rewritten into our notation)
κM
(d−2)Ad−2Rd−3 ≤
[
1− 2ΛR
2
(d−2)(d−1)
]1− 1
(d−1)2
(
d−3− Λρ¯ f )2
)
(1− 2ΛR2(d−2)(d−1) )
 ,
(3.3)
where ρ¯ f := (d−1)MAd−2Rd−1 is the mean fluid density. We will not consider Buchdahl’s
assumptions further in this paper.
• Dominant radial pressure p⊥ ≤ p. In particular, this bound encompasses the
important sub-case of a perfect fluid; when we have isotropic pressure p⊥ = p.
In four dimensions the bound
2mg
r
≤ 12
√
2−16≈ 0.9705 (3.4)
was first derived by Bondi in [21] and the proof was made rigorous in [6]. This
inequality is less strict than the Buchdahl bound (1.1).
• Dominant energy in the tangential direction p⊥ ≤ ρ . For most reasonable
matter models, from the dominant energy condition one expects |p⊥| ≤ ρ , and
assuming positivity of tangential pressure this is equivalent to p⊥< ρ . Assuming
simply p⊥ ≤ ρ , without the assumption of positivity of p⊥, the sharp bound
2mg
r
≤ 2
√
2+2
5
≈ 0.9657 (3.5)
was derived in [6]. Again this bound is weaker than the Buchdahl bound.
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• Andre`asson condition The condition p+ (d − 2)p⊥ ≤ Ωρ was first studied
in [5]. This inequality is very general and incorporates a number of realistic
fluid models. For example when Ω = d− 1, any solution with positive energy
and pressure obeying the dominant energy condition is admitted as a solution,
whereas Ω= 1 corresponds to assuming the trace of the energy momentum ten-
sor is negative. In four dimensions this is a condition which must be satisfied by
Einstein-Vlasov matter, and this inequality is the natural generalisation of this
condition to consider in higher dimensions. The bound derived in [5] was
2mg
r
≤ (1+2Ω)
2−1
(1+2Ω)2
. (3.6)
We present a simplified proof of this inequality in this paper, inspired by the
method used in [6], and generalise it to d-dimensions. Bounds have also been
derived in the presence of a non-zero cosmological constant and charge; assum-
ing this condition with Ω= 1. In [16] it was found that assuming the condition
0≤ q
2
r2
+Λr2 ≤ 1, (3.7)
then the following bound can be derived
mg
r
≤ 2
9
+
q2
3r2
− Λr
2
3
+
2
9
√
1+
3q2
r2
+3Λr2. (3.8)
We generalise this bound to higher dimensions.
• Zero radial pressure with Andre`asson condition p⊥ ≥ p = 0 A solution de-
scribing a zero radial pressure solution was considered by Florides in [22], where
the bound
2mg
r
≤ 2
3
(3.9)
was derived assuming the Andre`asson condition with Ω = 1. Such a model can
be useful for describing infinitely thin shells like soap bubbles, which will have
no radial pressure. We will briefly examine such a situation here.
We are now in a position to formulate our main results.
4 Main results
4.1 Inequalities without charge and cosmological constant
Consider a d-dimensional space-time solution to Einstein’s equations and assume the
pressures p, p⊥ and energy density ρ are all non-negative. Then we have the following
bounds on the ratio of gravitational mass mg to the radius rd−3:
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1. Dominant radial pressure, p⊥ ≤ p.
2κmg
(d−2)Ad−2rd−3 ≤
4(d−1)√d−2−8(d−2)
(d−3)2 . (4.1)
2. Dominant energy in tangental direction, p⊥ ≤ ρ .
2κmg
(d−2)Ad−2rd−3 ≤
(4d−12)√(d−3)(d−2)+2(d−2)(2d−7)
(3d−10)(3d−7) . (4.2)
3. Andre`asson condition, p+(d−2)p⊥ ≤Ωρ .
2κmg
(d−2)Ad−2rd−3 ≤
(d−3+2Ω)2− (d−3)2
(d−3+2Ω)2 . (4.3)
In the particular case of Ω= 1 with zero radial pressure, this bound is improved
to
2κmg
(d−2)Ad−2rd−3 ≤
2
d−1 . (4.4)
4.2 Inequalities with charge and Λ
We can also readily generalise some of these inequalities to include both charge and
a cosmological constant. Here we only consider the case of dominant energy in the
tangential direction and the Andre`asson condition with Ω = 1. Consider any solution
to the Einstein-Maxwell equations with Λ≥ 0 and charge q(r) satisfying the condition
κq(r)2
(d−2)(d−3)Ad−2r2d−6 +
2Λr2
(d−2)(d−3) ≤ 1. (4.5)
Then we have the following inequalities:
1. Dominant energy in tangential direction, p⊥ ≤ ρ . For d = 4:
2mg
r
≤ 1
5
(
2+
4q2
r2
− 8Λr
2
3
+2
√
2(1+
q2
r2
+Λr2)
)
. (4.6)
For d ≥ 5:
2κmg(r)
(d−2)Ad−2rd−3 ≤
2κq(r)2
(3d−7)(d−3)Ad−2r2d−6 −
8Λr2
(d−1)(3d−7)
+
1
(3d−10)(3d−7) (2(d−2)(2d−7)
+(4d−12)
√
(d−3)(d−2)+(3d−10)( κq(r)
2
(d−2)Ad−2r2d−6 +
2Λr2
(d−2) )).
(4.7)
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2. Andre`asson condition with Ω= 1, p+(d−2)p⊥ ≤ ρ .
κmg
(d−2)Ad−2rd−3 ≤
(d−2)
(d−1)2
+
κq2
(d−1)(d−2)(d−3)Ad−2r2d−6 −
2Λr2
(d−1)(d−2)
+
(d−1)
(d−2)2
√
1+(d−1)
(
κq2
(d−2)Ad−2r2d−6 +
2Λr2
(d−2)
)
. (4.8)
4.3 Discussion of results
Let us make a few remarks about these inequalities. To compare these results to the
four dimensional counterpart, let us note that the setting d = 4 on the left hand side of
these inequalities gives
2κmg
(d−2)Ad−2rd−3 =
2Gmg
r
. (4.9)
Thus we observe that the inequalities (4.1), (4.3), (4.2) all reduce to the four dimen-
sional inequalities (3.4), (3.6) respectively which were derived in [6]. Like in the four
dimensional case, the bound (4.3) also reduces to the d-dimensional Buchdahl inequal-
ity (1.6) when one sets Ω= 1.
In four dimensions, assuming the pressure in the radial direction is greater than
the tangential pressure gives a stricter bound compared to assuming that the energy is
greater than the tangential pressure. In five dimensions and higher this remains true.
Assuming positive pressure, the dominant energy condition tells us that both p⊥ ≤
ρ and p≤ ρ . Thus the inequality p+(d−2)p⊥ ≤ (d−1)ρ holds, which is equivalent
to the Andre`asson condition with Ω= d−1. Inserting this into (4.3) yields
2κmg
(d−2)Ad−2rd−3 ≤
8(d−1)(d−2)
(3d−5)2 . (4.10)
However assuming p⊥ ≤ ρ only gives the bound (4.2), which must also be satisfied
by matter with positive pressure obeying the dominant energy condition. This inequal-
ity (4.2) is in fact stronger than the above inequality (4.10) in all dimensions greater
than four.
Inequalities (4.6) and (4.8) generalise two of these inequalities to include both
charge and a positive cosmological constant, assuming the inequality (4.5) holds. In
d = 4 this assumption reduces to that considered in [16], and our condition is the nat-
ural generalisation of this to higher dimensions. To the best of the authors knowledge,
the d = 4 inequality (4.6) has not been previously derived, and is displayed separately
to highlight this fact. The inequality for the Andre`asson condition with Ω = 1 (4.8)
reduces to the result found in [16].
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Evaluating these inequalities at the boundary r= R will give us bounds on the ratio
M/Rd−3. In the absence of charge and cosmological constant, the ratio
2κM
(d−2)Ad−2Rd−3 (4.11)
appearing in the d-dimensional Schwarzschild metric will give us bounds on the grav-
itational redshift at the surface of the star. In particular the redshift z at the surface will
be
z=
(
1− 2κM
(d−2)Ad−2Rd−3
)− 12
−1. (4.12)
Thus, assuming our different energy conditions, we obtain bounds on z, which we
display in Table 1.
Energy condition Upper bound on z
Buchdahl 2d−3
p⊥ ≤ p d−3√
d2+2d−7−4(d−1)√d−2 −1
p⊥ ≤ ρ
√
(3d−7)(3d−10)
√
d−3
√
5d−14−4
√
(d−3)(d−2)
−1
p+(d−2)p⊥ ≤Ωρ 2Ωd−3
p= 0, (d−2)p⊥ ≤ ρ
√
d−1
d−3
Table 1: Bounds on z for different matter models.
This allows us to ask the question in which dimension is the gravitational redshift
greatest. The right hand side of the above upper bounds are all maximal in d = 4
and all decay monotonically with increasing dimension. Likewise examining the g00
component of the Schwarzschild metric, we will see that it is closer to unity in higher
dimensions. These observations agree with the conclusion in [17] that the effects of
gravity are greatest in four dimensions.
We should note that the strongest of the inequalities (ignoring the zero radial pres-
sure case, which is a very strict assumption) in Table 1 is given by assuming the con-
dition p+(d−2)p⊥ ≤Ωρ with Ω≤ 1. This is also true in four dimensions, however
this inequality decays much faster in higher dimensions than the respective inequalities
for dominant radial pressure or dominant energy in the tangential direction.
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5 Proof of Bounds
Inspired by the proofs considered in [6,16] for the four dimensional inequalities; let us
introduce new variables x, y, z1 and z2 defined as follows
x=
2κmg(r)
(d−2)Ad−2rd−3 −
κq(r)2
(d−2)(d−3)Ad−2r2d−6 +
2Λr2
(d−1)(d−2) , (5.1)
y=
2κ
d−2 r
2p, (5.2)
z1 =
κq(r)2
(d−2)Ad−2r2d−6 , (5.3)
z2 =
2Λr2
(d−2) . (5.4)
Requiring that the metric is to be regular everywhere, along with assumption (4.5),
allows us to deduce these variable lie in the set
U1 := {(x,y,z1,z2) ∈ R4 |0≤ x< 1,y≥ 0,z1 ≥ 0,z2 ≥ 0,z1+ z2 ≤ (d−3)}. (5.5)
In particular the assumption (4.5) ensures the condition z1+ z2 ≤ d−3 holds, which is
necessary for what follows. Let us also introduce the new variable β = 2logr. Then it
can easily be shown that the Einstein field equations (2.10)-(2.12) can be rewritten in
terms of these new variables as
2κ
(d−2)ρr
2 = 2x˙+(d−3)x− z1− z2, (5.6)
2κ
(d−2) pr
2 = y, (5.7)
2κ p⊥r2 =
((d−3)x+ y− z1− z2)x˙
(1− x)
+
((d−3)x+ y− z1− z2)2
2(1− x) +2y˙−2z˙1+2z1− y(4−d), (5.8)
where x˙= dxdβ .
5.1 Dominant radial pressure case
Let us first consider the case of dominant radial pressure case, which also includes the
important sub-case of isotropic pressure. We will only consider the case without charge
and Λ, so we simply set z1 and z2 to zero in the Einstein field equations. This condition
p≥ p⊥ can be rewritten in terms of our new variables x and y as
((d − 3)x + y)x˙ + 2(1 − x)y˙ ≤ 2y(1 − x) − ((d−3)x+ y)
2
2
=: −v1(x,y). (5.9)
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Now let us define the function
w1 =
((d−3)(1− x)+(d−3)+ y)2
1− x . (5.10)
Then differentiating w1 with respect to β we find
w˙1 =
((d−3)(1− x)+(d−3)+ y)
(1− x)2 ((d−3)x+ y)x˙+2(1− x)(y˙)
≤− ((d−3)(1− x)+(d−3)+ y)
(1− x)2 v1(x,y). (5.11)
By assumption the variables x and y lie in the set U1, and hence we can deduce
((d−3)(1− x)+(d−3)+ y)> 0. (5.12)
Thus w1 is decreasing whenever v1 > 0. Hence the supremum of w1 occurs when v1≤ 0
and this is readily seen to be
w1 ≤ sup
U1,v1≤0
w1 = w1(0,4) = 4(d−1)2. (5.13)
And thus setting y= 0 we can show the maximum of x in this range occurs at
x=
4(d−1)√d−2−8(d−2)
(d−3)2 , (5.14)
which after reinserting the definition for x proves inequality (4.1).
5.2 Dominant energy in the tangential direction
Now let us assume that the energy density is greater than the tangential pressure p⊥ ≤
ρ , and this time we will not set z1 or z2 equal to zero. Using (5.6)-(5.8) we find
((3d−7)x+ y− z1− z2−2(d−2))x˙+2(1− x)(y˙− z˙1− z˙2)
≤ (1− x)((d−2)(d−3)x− (d−4)y−2z1−2z2)− 12 ((d−3)x+ y− z1− z2)
2
=:−v2(x,y,z1,z2). (5.15)
This time we define the function w2 as
w2(x,y,z1,z2) :=
((3d−7)(1− x)+(d−3)+ y− z1− z2)2
1− x . (5.16)
And now differentiating with respect to β we find
w˙2 =
((3d−7)(1− x)+(d−3)+ y− z1− z2)
(1− x)2
× ((3d−7)x+ y− z1− z2−2(d−2))x˙+2(1− x)(y˙− z˙1− z˙2)
≤− ((3d−7)(1− x)+(d−3)+ y− z1− z2)
(1− x)2 v2 (5.17)
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Now, since the variables lie in the set U1, we have that
((3d−7)(1− x)+(d−3)+ y− z1− z2)≥ 0, (5.18)
and so w2 is decreasing whenever v2 ≥ 0. Thus
w2 ≤ sup
U1,v2≤0
w2. (5.19)
Now in the case d = 4 the supremum of w2 occurs at (x,y,z1,z2) = (1/10,1/2,0,0), in
which case w2 = 40. Hence we can conclude
x≤ 1
5
(2− z1− z2+2
√
2(1+ z1+ z2)), (5.20)
and thus (4.6) immediately follows. For d ≥ 5 we find the supremum of w2 occurs at(
3d−11
(3d−7)(3d−10) ,
d−3
3d−10 ,0,0
)
(5.21)
with
sup
U1,v2≤0
w2 =
16(d−3)2(3d−7)
3d−10 (5.22)
And hence setting y= 0 we find that x must satisfy
x≤ (4d−12)
√
(d−3)(d−2)+(3d−10)(z1+ z2)− (3d−10)(z1+ z2)+2(d−2)(2d−7))
(3d−10)(3d−7) ,
(5.23)
which after reinserting the definitions of x,y,z1,z2 we find the inequality (4.7). Setting
the charge q and cosmological constant Λ equal to zero, we immediately recover (4.2).
5.3 Andre`asson condition
We now consider the condition
p+(d−2)p⊥ ≤Ωρ, (5.24)
in the absence of charge and cosmological constant. Rewriting this condition in terms
of x and y we find
x˙((d−3+2Ω)x+ y−2Ω)+2y˙(1− x)
≤−1
2
(
((d−3)+2Ω)(d−3)x2+ y2−2Ω(d−3)x+2(d−3)y)
=:−1
2
v3(x,y). (5.25)
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This time we define
w3 =
((d−3+2Ω)(1− x)+ y+d−3)2
1− x , (5.26)
and again we differentiate this with respect to β
w˙3 =
((d−3+2Ω)(1− x)+ y+d−3)
(1− x)2 (x˙((d−3+2Ω)x+ y−2Ω)+2y˙(1− x))
≤− ((d−3+2Ω)(1− x)+ y+d−3)
2(1− x)2 v3(x,y). (5.27)
As previously if v3 ≥ 0 then w is decreasing so the supremum of w3 satisfies
w3 ≤ sup
U1,v3≤0
w3 = w3(0,0) = 4(d−3+Ω)2. (5.28)
Thus, setting y= 0 we derive
x≤ (d−3+2Ω)
2− (d−3)2
(d−3+2Ω)2 , (5.29)
and reinserting the definition of x yields the bound (4.3).
5.4 Andre`asson condition with Ω= 1 in presence of Λ and q
Now we restrict our attention to the energy condition associated with the trace of the
energy momentum tensor being negative
p+(d−2)p⊥ ≤ ρ, (5.30)
and reintroduce charge and Λ into our equations. Rewriting this in terms of x, y, z1 and
z2 gives
y+
((d−3)x+ y− z1− z2)x˙
(1− x) +
((d−3)x+ y− z1− z2)2
2(1− x)
+2y˙−2z˙1+2z1− y(4−d)≤ 2x˙+(d−3)x− z1− z2. (5.31)
Rearranging this gives us
x˙((d−1)x+ y− z1− z2−2)+2(y˙− z˙1− z2)(1− x)
≤−1
2
(
(11−6d+d2)x2+(y− z1− z2)2−2((d−3)x− (d−3)y)−2(dx−3)(z1+ z2)
)
=:−1
2
v4(x,y,z1,z2). (5.32)
As before, let us define
w4 =
(2(d−2)− (d−1)x+ y− z1− z2)2
1− x , (5.33)
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and differentiating w4 gives us
w˙4 =
(2(d−2)− (d−1)x+ y− z1− z2)
(1− x)2 (x˙((d−1)x+ y− z1− z2−2)
+2(y˙− z˙1− z2)(1− x))≤−12
(2(d−2)− (d−1)x+ y− z1− z2)
(1− x)2 v4(x,y,z1,z2).
(5.34)
Now, 2(d−2)−(d−1)x+y−z1−z2≥ 0 since the variables lie in the setU1. If v4≥ 0,
then w4 is decreasing so we can hence deduce that
w4 ≤ sup
U1,v4≤0
w4 = w4(0,0,0,0) = 4(d−2)2. (5.35)
Now taking y= 0 this implies
x≤ 1
(d−1)2
(
2(d−2)− (d−1)(z1+ z2)+2(d−2)
√
1+(d−1)(z1+ z2)
)
. (5.36)
If we now substitute the expressions for x, z1 and z2 back into this, we find the inequal-
ity (4.8).
5.5 Zero-radial pressure case with Ω= 1 Andre`asson condition
Finally we consider one last sub-case. Setting the radial pressure equal to zero, we can
derive the bound (4.4). Let us set the charge equal to zero and assume the Andre`asson
condition with Ω= 1. We find
((d−3)x− z2)x˙
(1− x) +
((d−3)x− z2)2
2(1− x) ≤ 2x˙+(d−3)x− z2. (5.37)
Since the energy ρ > 0, we can divide by the right hand side of this inequality to find
(d−3)x− z2
2(1− x) ≤ 1, (5.38)
which rearranging gives
x≤ 2+ z2
d−1 , (5.39)
which after reinserting the definitions of x and z2 gives the inequality (4.4). We should
note that this proof works for any non-zero cosmological constant, and the bound is
independent of this cosmological constant.
6 Sharpness of bounds
In this section we investigate the sharpness of the derived bounds in the absence of
charge and a cosmological constant. Let us briefly review the issue of sharpness of the
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corresponding four dimensional bounds. For the cases of dominant radial pressure and
dominant energy in the tangential direction, without charge and a cosmological con-
stant, the saturation of the four dimensional bounds (3.5) and (3.4) was shown in [6].
For the Einstein-Vlasov system, it was shown in [23] that an infinitely thin shell solu-
tion uniquely saturates the bound (3.6) with Ω= 1, and [6] later also showed sharpness
of this bound employing a different technique. In the case where charge is included
into this Einstein-Vlasov system, the bound (3.8) (with Λ= 0) was shown to be sharp
in [15], however a numerical investigation performed in [24] indicates that this saturat-
ing solution may not be unique. As soon as a cosmological constant is included into
the system the question of sharpness remains an open problem [12], with infinitely thin
shell solutions shown not to generically saturate the inequalities.
In this paper to examine the question of sharpness we will generalise the methods
used in [6]. We will see that the generalised higher dimensional bounds of Section 4.1
do remain saturated in higher dimensions. We will not investigate further the sharpness
of the bounds in the presence of charge and cosmological constant. The methods of [6]
do not readily generalise to these cases, since phase space is now four dimensional and
so constructing a saturating solution is a more difficult problem.
The structure of the proof is as follows. We continue to work with the variables
x and y as defined in (5.1),(5.2), and we construct a curve in the (x,y) plane which is
arbitrarily close to the point (xB,0), where xB is the appropriate bound obtained on x in
the three matter models considered in section 4.1. We then use this curve to construct
a solution to Einstein’s equation, with this solution obeying the appropriate energy
condition.
All variables defined below retain their same definition as in the previous section.
We begin the proof by constructing a parametric curve
x= x(τ), y= y(τ); τ ∈ (0,∞) (6.1)
with the following properties
1. 1νi
dwi
dτ for i= 1,2,3 is both negative and is integrable
2. 0≤ x(τ)< 1, y(τ)≥ 0 for all τ .
3. There exists τ0 such that y(τ) = 0 for all τ > τ0 and x(τ)→ 0 as τ → ∞.
4. The curve is C 1 except at a finite number of points.
were the case i= 1 corresponds to the dominant radial pressure case, i= 2 corresponds
to the dominant energy in the tangential direction, and i = 3 corresponds to the case
of the Andre`asson condition. The third condition is the requirement that our solution
be asymptotically flat, and in fact we will see that all of our saturating solutions are
compact.
Once we have constructed such a curve, we can then construct the solution which
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saturates the bound. To do this we define
κ1(τ) =− 1ν1
dw1
dτ
(1− x)2
(d−3)(2− x)+ y (6.2)
κ2(τ) =− 1ν2
dw2
dτ
(1− x)2
(3d−7)(1− x)+(d−3)+ y (6.3)
κ3(τ) =− 1ν3
dw3
dτ
2(1− x)2
2(d−3+Ω)− (d−3+2Ω)x+ y (6.4)
with the conditions (1) and (2) listed above telling us that κi is positive and integrable.
Now we can construct our solution as follows, for i= 1,2,3 we let
β =
∫
κi dτ, r = e
β
2 . (6.5)
The definitions of the κi will now ensure that
w˙i =
1
κi
dwi
dτ
(6.6)
will give equality in the inequalities found for w˙i in equations (5.11),(5.17),(5.27). This
also implies the energy conditions are all saturated. It can easily be seen using (2.11)
and (5.7) that the following relation holds between the metric coefficient a and the new
variables x and y
da
dβ
=
(d−3)x+ y
1− x (6.7)
This allows us to construct the metric corresponding to the saturating solution as so
b(r) =− log(1− x), a(r) =
∫
(d−3)x+ y
2(1− x) κi dτ. (6.8)
6.1 Dominant radial pressure case
Now to show the estimate (4.2) is sharp, so we need to construct a spacetime by defining
a curve in (x,y) coordinates that intersects a small neighbourhood of the point
(x,y) =
(
4(d−1)√d−2−8(d−2)
(d−3)2 ,0
)
(6.9)
while satisfying the four conditions mentioned above.
Let us fix a sufficiently small ε > 0 and define
xε = ε, yε = 2− (d−1)ε+2
√
(1− ε)(1− (d−2)ε), (6.10)
so that (xε ,yε) lies on the curve ν1 = 0. This point is arbitrarily close to the point (0,4)
where the maximum of w1 is obtained. The point (6.9) lies on the curve w1(x,y) =
4(d−1)2. We construct a solution, a portion of which is arbitrarily close to this curve.
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The first part of the curve we define implicitly by√
w1(x,y) = 2(d−3)+2εδεx−δεx2 (6.11)
where δε is defined so that the curve passes through the point (xε ,yε)
δε =
1
ε2
(
√
w1(xε ,yε)−2(d−3)) (6.12)
We travel along this curve from the origin to the point (xε ,yε). After that the curve√
w1(x,y) =
√
w1(xε ,yε)− ε(x− xε)
2
√
1− x (6.13)
is followed from the point (xε ,yε) in the direction of increasing x until the x-axis is
reached. The curve then travels along the x-axis until we arrive back at the origin. Let
us denote the curve obtained in such a mannerC1. Now it is easy to seeC1 satisfies the
latter three required conditions. It just remains to show the first condition holds along
all parts of the curve.
Now along the first part of the curve it can be shown that ν1 < 0. And thus since
1
2w1
dw1
dτ
= 2δε(xε − x) dxdτ (6.14)
x is increasing and x≤ xε we require only that δε is positive. This is true for sufficiently
small ε since lim
ε→0
ε2δε = 4.
For the second part of C1 defined by (6.13), we have that ν1 > 0 in this region and
x> xε and so we just need to calculate
1
2
√
w1
dw1
dτ
=−ε(x− xε)4(1− x)+ x− xε
2(1− x) 32
dx
dτ
< 0. (6.15)
Finally for the part of C1 lying along the x-axis, since after setting y = 0 we find the
dimensionally independent result
1
ν1
dw1
dτ
=
2(2− x)
x(1− x)2
dx
dτ
< 0 (6.16)
where the inequality follows as we are travelling along the direction of decreasing x.
It is readily checked that the energy and pressure of this solution are everywhere non-
negative throughout this curve, hence we have constructed a curve with the required
properties.
6.2 Dominant energy in the tangential direction
This time we need to construct a curve satisfying
1
ν2
dw2
dτ
< 0 (6.17)
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We construct the curve, which we will denote by C2 with the tangential pressure equal
to the energy p⊥ = ρ . The initial part of the curve is given implicitly by the equation√
w2(x,y) = 4d−10+ Ax3d−7 −Ax
2 (6.18)
A is chosen so that the curve passes through the point where the supremum of w2
occurs, which we denote by
(xM,yM) =
(
3d−11
(3d−7)(3d−10) ,
d−3
3d−10
)
. (6.19)
This tells us
A=
2
(
2(d−3)
√
3d−7
3d−10 −2d+5
)(
9d2−51d+70)2
3d−11 > 0 (6.20)
We follow this curve from the origin to this point (6.19), and then we follow the curve
√
w2(x,y) =
√
w2(xM,yM)− ε(x− xM)
2
√
1− x (6.21)
in the direction of increasing x until we reach the x-axis. Once there we again stay on
the x-axis and travel in the direction of decreasing x until we reach the origin. This
curve is very similar to the curve considered in the previous case, and it is very similar
to check that the first condition holds, so we omit the details here.
6.3 Andre`asson condition
This time we will construct a curve which passes arbitrarily close to the point
(x,y) =
(
(d−3+2Ω)2− (d−3)2
(d−3+2Ω)2 ,0
)
. (6.22)
Again, we will construct a parametric curve (x(τ),y(τ)), this time with the property
holding
1
ν3
dw3
dτ
< 0. (6.23)
We define the following function
Wε(x,y) =
((d−3+2Ω)(1− ε)(1− x)+ y+d−3)2
1− x . (6.24)
Let us define a sufficiently small ε > 0 and consider the curve given implicitly by
Wε(x,y) =
(
ε
√
(d−3)(1+(d−3+2Ω)x)+2(d−3+Ω)(1− ε)
)2
(6.25)
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When ε = 0 this reduces to the curve w3 = 4(d− 3+Ω)2, which passes through the
origin and the desired point (6.22) and when ε = 1 this is simply the curve ν3 = 0,
which passes through the origin and the point ( 2Ωd−3+2Ω ,0). For values of ε between 0
and 1 the curve lies between these two curves. We define the curve C3 to be the curve
obtained by first travelling from the origin to the point on the x-axes, and then travel
along the x-axis back to the origin.
Again the latter three required properties are easily shown to be satisfied on this
curve by construction. It just remains for us to examine the first property. Let us first
consider the part of the curve defined by (6.25). Now since ε = 1 corresponds to the
curve ν3 = 0, it is straightforward to observe that ν3 > 0 along this part of the curve for
ε < 1. And thus we must check whether dw3dτ < 0. We start by differentiating (6.25) to
find
dWε
dτ
=
(d−3+2Ω)(d−3)ε√Wε√
(d−3)(d−3+(d−3+2Ω)x)
dx
dτ
(6.26)
=
(d−3+2Ω)(d−3)ε√
(d−3)(d−3+(d−3+2Ω)x)
((d−3+2Ω)(1− ε)(1− x)+ y+d−3)√
1− x
dx
dτ
.
(6.27)
However, differentiating the definition of Wε directly gives
dWε
dτ
=
(((d−3+2Ω)(1− ε)(1− x)+ y+d−3))
(1− x)2 × (6.28)
((d−3− (d−3+2Ω)(1− ε)(1− x)+ y) dx
dτ
+2(1− x) dy
dτ
) (6.29)
Comparing these two expressions allows us to solve dydτ
2(1− x) dy
dτ
=(
(d−3+2Ω)(d−3) 12 (1− x) 32 ε√
(d−3)+(d−3+2Ω)x +(d−3+2Ω)(1− ε)(1− x)− y− (d−3)
)
dx
dτ
.
Now we use this to calculate dw3dτ using (5.27)
dw3
dτ
=
(d−3+2Ω)ε
1− x ((d−3+2Ω(1− x)+ y+d−3))
(√
(d−3)(1− x)
d−3+(d−3+2Ω)x −1
)
,
(6.30)
which is negative since the term in the rightmost bracket is negative. And hence we
conclude
1
ν3
dw3
dτ
< 0 (6.31)
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along this part of the curve. For the remaining part of the curve lying along the x-axis,
we see that by differentiating w3 and setting y= 0
1
ν3
dw3
dτ
=
1
(d−3)x
2(d−3+Ω)− (d−3+2Ω)x
(1− x)2
dx
dτ
< 0 (6.32)
since dxdτ < 0 along this part of the curve.
6.4 Zero pressure case
This case is significantly simpler to handle than the previous three cases since our space
is now only one dimensional. This time the saturating solution is simply a constant
density solution. If one chooses a density
ρ0 =
(d−1)(d−2)(d−3)
κ
, (6.33)
then one finds up to the boundary of the object x = 2d−3 . By looking at (5.37), we see
this solution trivially satisfies the condition (d−2)p⊥ ≤ ρ .
7 Discussion
In this work we have investigated anisotropic spherically symmetric matter models in
higher dimensions. We have derived bounds on the ratio of the gravitational mass mg(r)
to the radius r. Various energy conditions are considered, and the effects of both a
positive cosmological constant and non-zero charge are also examined. These bounds
generalise inequalities found by previous authors [5, 6, 12, 15, 16, 21] to dimensions
greater than four. A new inequality in four dimensions has also derived (4.6) when
the energy density is greater than the tangential pressure for the case of positive Λ and
non-zero charge.
We have examined three distinct matter models; assuming the radial pressure is
greater than the tangential pressure, assuming the energy density is greater than the
tangential pressure, and assuming the Andre`asson condition
p+(d−2)p⊥ ≤Ωρ. (7.1)
These energy conditions incorporate a wide class of physically meaningful situations
including any matter with positive energy and pressure obeying the dominant energy
condition, and infinitely thin bubbles with zero radial pressure.
The inequalities derived allow us to bound the maximum gravitational redshift, and
examine which dimension the result is greatest. In all our bounds, our results confirm
the conclusion that the effects of gravity are weaker in higher dimensions. We see
that assuming the Andre`asson condition with Ω≤ 1 gives us the strictest bound on the
mass-radius ratio and gravitational redshift in higher dimensions. We also recover the
original Buchdahl bound in higher dimensions (1.6) by setting Ω= 1 without the need
for assuming Buchdahl’s restrictive assumptions. All of the bounds obtained agree
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with the conclusion that the maximum mass radius ratio occurs before the coordinate
horizon located at
R=
(
2κM
(d−2)Ad−2
) 1
d−3
, (7.2)
and thus a regular matter distribution cannot describe the interior of a higher dimen-
sional black hole.
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